
MALE GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG

TACOMA, PIERCE COUNTY, WASHINGTON, UNITED

STATES

 

Phone: 

Call or text with any information

ADOPT DOG
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

Hi, my name is CASANOVA and I would love to meet you. I 

am a Neutered Male German Shepherd Dog. The shelter 

staff think I am about 3 years old. I have been at the 

shelter since Mar 11, 2021.**THIS DOG IS NOT CURRENTLY 

AT THE SHELTER**Meet Casanova! This handsome fella 

came to the shelter as a stray, so shelter staff and 

volunteers are still learning about him.Personality: 

Casanova is a big boy with a lot of love to give once he is 

comfortable! He`s very aware of his surroundings and can 

get nervous of loud noises. He will need a very patient 

adopter who can help him be comfortable at his own pace! 

This smart guy is eager to learn a few more tricks! The 

way to Casanovas heart is playing fetch with his favorite 

people! History: His history with other dogs, cats, and 

small animals is unknown, however GSDs can often have a 

higher prey-drive. We always recommend slow and careful 

introductions to any resident pets. While in the shelter we 

have noticed he has quite the reactivity towards other 

dogs!Energy levels: Casanova is still a young guy and a 

member of a high energy breed - he would love to join his 

new family on walks, hikes and going jogging once he is 

comfortable! To help with his anxiety and his fear of new 

things, we recommend working with a QUALIFIED TRAINER 

to help him be the best boy we know he is! Ideal home: He 

will be happiest in a home that has a FULLY FENCED yard 

where he can play fetch and be the active boy he is! He is 

looking for a dog savvy adopter who has had German 

Shepherd experience before! He would not make a good 

first time pet!Family: This sweet boy is looking for an 

experienced adopter and a home with TEENS/ADULTS 

ONLY. Casanova has shown stranger danger towards 

people, we have noticed this is expecially towards men. He 

may do better in a one person home where he can have all 

your attention and feel most comfortable! We require 

everyone in the home to be present when meeting him!If 

you`re interested in meeting Casanova, please email: 

DOGFOSTER@THEHUMANESOCIETY.ORG
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